
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Light Pink Gingham Blanket

Pattern by Tiffany Brown

MATERIALS

Patons Beehive Baby Sport (70% acrylic, 30% nylon, 100 g/3.5 oz, 328 m/359 yds)
3 skeins Vintage Lace, 3 skeins Precious Pink
Size J/6.00mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors
2 yarn bowls (very helpful to prevent tangles - can be any type of bowl)
Optional Link to YouTube Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/g4shaIvFd1E

SIZE

Finished size 28 in x 28 in

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops on
hook.

Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops, YO,
pull through remaining two loops.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html
https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html
https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html
https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html


Double Crochet 2 Together (DC2TOG) Cluster: YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull
through two loops. YO, insert your hook into same space, YO, pull up a loop, YO and pull through two
loops. YO and pull through all loops on hook. 

PATTERN

First, before you start, take two Precious Pink skeins, find the end usually stuffed in the middle of the skein,
and wind the two skeins together into one giant ball. Do the same with two of the Vintage Lace and then
do the same with one Precious Pink and one Vintage Lace. (In the pattern I will call this the "twist" color.)
Do not skip this step and pull from each skein. You will end up with a giant rats nest. (spoken from
someone who did that...me!)

Put one of the skeins into a yarn bowl. (Or if you have two, use two! A regular cereal bowl works, too.) I
happen to have been gifted this gorgeous bowl from a dear friend. She made this for me! I absolutely love it
and it helps so much to have one to keep the yarn separated. You will see that the yarn twists on you and
you'll need to take the time to untwist after each row. (It's a natural occurrence with this tapestry crochet
technique.)

Chain 76 with Vintage Lace. (The pattern repeat is 5 + 1 in case you want to go bigger.)

Row 1: In the second chain from the hook, work one SC and then continue working one SC into the next
4 SC. Before you finish the last SC stitch, change color to the "twist" color by pulling through to finish the
SC. SC into the next 5 chains with the "twist" working over and making sure you are carrying along the
vintage lace. Before you finish the 5th SC with the twist pull through with the Vintage Lace. Continue
alternating the colors every 5 stitches to the end. You should end with the Vintage Lace. Chain 2 and turn,
wrapping and bringing along the "twist" with you. Just gently bring it around the end of the work.

Row 2: Into the first SC from the row below, work one DC. (This combines with the CH 2 turning chain
to create your first DC2TOG cluster.) (Make sure the "twist" is being worked over." In the next 4 stitches
or SC's from the row below, however you like to think about it, work one DC2tog cluster into each,
stopping just before you finish the 5th one, and pulling up the "twist" you've been working over and
pulling it through to change color. Work the next 5 DC2tog cluster in the "twist" and change back to
Vintage Lace after 5 using the same technique. You always pull through with the new color just before you
finish the 5th stitch. CH 1 and turn when you get to the end.

Row 3: Making sure to bring the "twist" around the side of your work, insert your hook into the first stitch
and SC. SC into each stitch across, changing yarn color every five stitches as you did in row 1. CH 2 and
turn.

Row 4: Repeat row 2, except pull through with the "twist" before chaining one and turning.
CUT and leave a 9 inch tail of the Vintage Lace.



Row 5: Working with "twist" SC the next 5 stitches, changing colors and pulling through with the
Precious Pink. Alternate across, changing colors between the "twist" and Precious pink every 5 stitches.

Row 6: Repeat row 2 with the "twist" and Precious pink.

Row 7 and 8: Repeat row 3 and row 2. (A row of all SC followed by a row of all DC2tog Cluster
alternating every 5 stitches with twist and precious pink)

CUT and leave a 9 inch tail of the Precious Pink and now repeat Rows 1- 8 6 more times.

BORDER

Weave in all ends before starting the border. Pull up a loop in any corner and work one SC. Work a SC
around into each stitch around the entire blanket, working 3 into each corner and working 2 into the side
posts of the DC. Finish with working 2 SC into the corner you started in, to make it 3. Chain 2 and turn.

Work one DC into the same space as the turning chain. Work DC2tog in each stitch around, working 2
sets of DC2tog in each corner.

Slip stitch into the starting DC2tog, chain one and turn. SC around into each stitch one last time, working
2 SC into each of the corner DC2tog stitches. Slip stitch into the first stitch, cut, and weave in all the ends.
To make your blanket look really nice, lay it out on a towel and lightly spray with water and finger block
the wrinkles and press the corners to adjust your tension. Let it dry overnight. Now step back and enjoy
your work!

xo, Tiffany
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